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PRETTY IN A MINUTE

MRS. JOHNSON

On Tuesday the 3rd of September the Sophomore and Junior Cosmetology Program received education from Pretty In A Minute. The students were exposed to high quality professional tools and new trendy techniques. The seminar ended with them having the opportunity to practice with the tool. The Guest Artist Trevor Hunt who has been in the profession for about 5 to 6 years was very exciting and a great kick off to our year.
Visit # 2 PRETTY IN A MINUTE

On September 17th the Senior Cosmetology Class had a visit from Pretty in a Minute. The speaker TJ Reed gave a phenomenal demonstration and motivational speech. TJ had a special connection with the system being that he was a previous Technical High School student from Ohio and was also a member of Skills USA. The class left with a new passion for growth in their trade.
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ULTA BEAUTY

On September 18th the Senior Cosmetology Class of Hairdressers had a visit from Ulta Beauty. The class was able to see clipper cutting techniques on a live model and the District Manager stayed and shared how the business works for future employment and job shadowing. The students left very informed about the many possibilities they have before them as entry level stylist.

Images of Guest artist and Senior Class
On Friday September 20th our Senior Cosmetology Students volunteered at an event called "Stand Down 2019." 200,000 veterans where invited to get workforce assistance, training and guidance...and a FREE HAIRCUT. Stand Down 2019 was held at the Department of Veterans' Affairs Main Campus in Rocky Hill.
Simply Aesthetics By Andreana

Certified Esthetician
Body waxing
Facials
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On Wednesday September 11th the Senior Cosmetology Class hosted a Certified Esthetician. Andreana Leonard spent the morning sharing her experiences as a new Skin Care Specialist. The Seniors also learned about the difference between being certified and being licensed. Joshua Montanez was the fortunate model and the class appreciated the experience and education. Andreana works with Lakeside Day Spa in Middlebury CT.

Skin Care Specialist
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On October 2, 2019 the Junior and Sophomore Cosmetology Classes had a great opportunity to enjoy a lesson of Skin Care and Massage with Esthetician Andreana Leonard. This was Andreana’s first visit with the underclassmen as she shared her experiences and gave them motivation to seek the many opportunities in the beauty field and to venture out and begin to seek locations for job shadowing.

Images of the Junior Cosmetology Class {Above}

Images of the Senior Cosmetology Class {Below}

Picture Caption: The importance of being set up and prepared for service

Image of Sophomore under the microscope

Picture Caption: Joshua Montanez enjoying a professional skin care session
Barbering Techniques

The Sophomore and Junior Hairdressers were treated to a Barbering demonstration on Monday, September 30, 2019. The Barber, Evin Beckett, is a 2015 Graduate from Ellis Tech in Danielson. He is a former student of Ms. Salmeri’s and was invited in to talk about his journey from being to a Technical High School Student to becoming the owner of Village Barber Shop in Moosup Ct.

Preparing for Job Shadowing
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On Tuesday the 29th of October the Junior Hairdressing Class visited L'Elegance Salon located in Hamden CT. There Noelle Caso shared her knowledge and focused on the Customer Experience and the importance of Client Retention and Product Knowledge. Noelle ended the day with giving our student Angelis Diaz a shampoo, blowdry and beach wave style. It was a great day.

Images of Salon and Junior students learning about expectations as an employee and retail knowledge.